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The Computing of NP-complete Problems in 
Polynomial Time Using DNA-logic
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Abstract: In this article, the solution of direct and inverse problem was considered. Even when the direct and
inverse problems are related to different complexity classes, they can be solved in comparable range of time.
Some models of  DNA-logic  allow to solve NP-complete problems in polynomial time. A sticker based model
and Adleman-Lipton’s model were considered.
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INTRODUCTION It is possible to determine  the complexity class for

DNA-logic is an interdisciplinary field of research, means a volume of input,  T  means  a time required to
which uses knowledge from computer science, biology solve the  problem.  There are many complexity classes,
and chemistry. Leonard Adleman performed the first but  the  most  significant  are P (polynomial) and NP
experiment at this field in 1994. He solved the problem of (non-polynomial).
searching for the Hamiltonian path in graph using the The problem belongs to P class if its T=f(s) equation
DNA molecules [1]. This was the first approach of using has a polynomial view. For, example
DNA molecules for computing. Later another approaches
appeared [2-8].

To date the DNA-logic is at the stage of laboratory
experiments. It is  a  new  computing paradigm that is where t means the time must be spent for one elementary
based   on   interesting   property   of  the  DNA operation.
molecules-complementarity.  The  main  advantage of The problem belongs to NP class if its T=f(s)
DNA computing  is  the  massive parallelism that allows equation has a non-polynomial view. For example,
to test the large amount of options during one operation. exponential

DNA-logic is  a  powerful mechanism. In the future,
it may provide the advantages in solving of NP-complete
problems that requires brute-force search. For example,
cipher cracking [9]. or factorial view

Complexity Classes: All mathematical problems can be
classified by its complexity. The complexity of the problem
depends on time that must be spent to solve this problem.
If an algorithm for solution is known, it is possible to say
how difficult it is. In the most cases algorithm structure
does not depend on the volume of input. In this case, the
time that must be spent to calculate the algorithm depends
only on input’s size.

the problem if type of equation T=f(s) is known, where s

In each class there are problems to which we can
reduce any problem from this class. Such problems are
called  complete  problems  for  the class.  For  example,
NP-complete problems exist. If the algorithm of solution
for complete problem was found, we can apply it to solve
any problem from this class.
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Complexity classes was invented to classify Separate: From input tube N creates two tubes: +(N,i)
algorithms for Turing machine. However, formally we can
use it for any other executor type. It is important notice,
that  complexity  class  can be changed if the executor
type will be changed.

Direct and Inverse Problems: There are many problems
for which inverse problem exists. More than it, inverse
problem can be related to another complexity class as
opposed to a direct problem. Here is a simple example.
Customer bought some goods in a shop. All prices and
list of Purchased Goods are known. How much money
was spent? It is so easy and it is a direct problem. But
let’s consider an inverse problem. In the same shop $400
was   spent.   What  customer  bought?  Much  harder.
One should check many lists of goods. More than it,
several solution might be found. So, here the direct
problem related to P complexity class, inverse problem
related to NP complexity class.

This principle is the base for the most existing
encryption systems today. There is an encryption
algorithm; we can easy encrypt the message using a
secret key. However, the recovering of the key that has
transformed  the  original text in the resulting cipher text
is much more complicated. If the key length is large
enough (18-20 characters), then the testing of all keys on
modern computers may take a time, longer than the age of
the universe. But this is true if we use the familiar binary
logic. To date, there are alternatives to the binary logic,
which in the future may provide a significant advantage
in solving NP-complete problems. One such alternative is
a DNA logic.

A Sticker Based Model of DNA-logic: There are several
approaches how to use DNA molecules for computations.
One  of such  methods  is so-called sticker  model  [3].
The idea is quite simple. A single DNA-strand is mentally
subdivided into sub-strands of equal length. There are
also unbound sticker-strands that can be attached to this
sub-strands. If one of this sub-strand is connected with
sticker-strand, then this cell is set to 1 (on), otherwise this
cell  is  set  to  0  (off). This structure that consists of
memory strand  and  stickers is called memory complex.
The following operations can be applied to memory
complexes:

Combine:  Combines  several  tubes  in  one.  The output
tube   contains   all  memory   complexes   from  input
tubes.

and -(N,i). +(N,i) contains all memory complexes from N,
where sub-strand i is on. -(N,i) contains all memory
complexes from N, where sub-strand i is off.

Set: Creates new tube set(N,i) from input tube N, where
sub-strand i in all memory complexes from N will be is on.
It saves sub-strands in on state if it already was in this
state.

Clear: Creates new tube clear(N,i) from input tube N,
where sub-strand I  in all m emory complexes from N will
be is off. It saves sub-strands in off state if it already was
in this state.

Find: Returns true if tube is not empty. Returns false if
tube is empty [3, 10].

Let us  consider  a  very  simple  encryption
algorithm for  this  sticker  based  model.  The  algorithm
encrypts    4-bit     message    using 4-bit    secret    key.
It   just   applies  logical  operation  XOR  to  message  and
key.  It  is  a  very  simple example, but it is enough to
show abilities of DNA-logic. Tube N  contains message0

and key, tube N  contains empty  memory  complex, wheree

all sub-strands  is  off. The resulting cipher text will appear
in N .e

Input (N ,N )0 e

for i=1 to 4
separate + (N , i) - (N , i) 0 0

find (-(N , i))0

if - (N , i) is not empty0

find (+(N , i))0

if - (N , i) is not empty0

N  = set (N , I)e e

N  combine (+(N , I)), -(N , i)0 0 0

It is easy to see that encryption will take no more
than 20 steps. Now it is a time to try to solve the inverse
problem. Let us try to recover a secret key using the same
sticker based model.

Brute-force   Search   in   a   Sticker  Based  Model:
Brute-force  search takes  three  stages.  The  first  stage
is generation of encrypted texts for all possible keys.
There are two ways to do this. In first case, it is possible
to use an  external  binary microprocessor, which will
store the source message, calculate the XOR result and
determine in which  cell  should  set the appropriate value.



0 0 0 0 ( , 4)  ( , 4)-separate N N i N N i+ = + + = − +

0 0 0 0 ( , )  ( , )separate N N i N N i++ + +− += + = −

0( , 8)set N i+− +

0 0 0 0 ( , )  ( , )separate N N i N N i−+ − −− −= + = −

0( , 8)set N i−+ +

0 0 0 0 0( , , , )N combine N N N N+− −+ ++ −−←

m k eX X X⊕ =

m k eX X X⊕ ↔
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In this case, it  is  necessary  to use memory complexes Brute-force    Search     in     Adleman-lipton’s    Model:
that consists of 8 sub-strand. In second case, it is In addition to sticker model, there are other approaches
possible   to   work    without  binary   microprocessor, exist, for example Adleman-Lipton’s model. This model is
but it requires memory complexes with 12 sub-strands. based on graph theory.
The algorithm will also become more complicated. Both Any Boolean function with k arguments can be
ways will be considered. represented by graph. Each set of arguments is a defined

The First Case: the problem one should choose those routes for which

Input (N ) Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT problem).0

for i = 1 to 4 Here is the basic operations of Adleman-Lipton’s
separate + (N , i) - (N , i) model.0 0

set (+(N , i + 4)) or clear (-(N , i +4))0 0

N  combine (+(N , i)), -(N , i) Separate: Expressed as S(N, i, j) or S-(N, i, j). Creates a0 0 0

At fourth line, the microprocessor decides in which which the variable i is equal to the value j (in the second
cell it should set on or off values. case, the variable i is not equal to j). j may be only equal

The Second Case: routes where  the i-th  variable  equals (or not equals)

Input (N )0

for i = 1 to 4 Combine: Combines the routes from several tubes in one

least one route), otherwise returns false.

Parallel Operations: In our case, it is possible to solve

guess that the same operations should be done for all four

operations to the whole register of the tubes [2, 10].

available.

The first  stage  of   brute-force  search  takes  12 or bit from message and one bit from key and returns the
24   operations   depending  on ways. However,  this is value of one bit of encrypted text.
not all.

To find memory complex that contains known
encrypted text, it is necessary to use 4 separate
operations. Now this equation should be transformed to the

To  read   the   key,   it   is   necessary  to use satisfiability problem. It enough to replace the equal sign
separate  and  find  operations  4  times,  that  is 8 by equivalence sign.
operations.

In total first way takes 24 operations, second way
takes 36 operations.

It is clear that  inverse  problem requires no much Adleman-Lipton’s model requires transformation of
more operations than direct problem. formula to Conjunctive normal form.

route from entry point to exit point of the graph. To solve

function returns true. In other words, it should to solve

tube which will contain all routes from the tube N, in

false or true. That is, the new tube will contain all the

false or true.

new tube.

Find: Returns true if tube is not empty (if it contains at

satisfiability problem for one particular bit. It is easy to

bits. Parallel operation involves the using one of above

It will be assumed that the parallel operations are

Our function is quite easy. It performs XOR for one
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1 0( ,1,1)N S N=
'
1 0( ,1,1)N S N= −

'
2 1( ,2,1)N S N=
' '
2 1( ,2,1)N S N= −

'
3 2( ,3,1)N S N= −
4 1 2 3( , , )N combine N N N←

5 4( ,1,1)N S N=
'
5 4( ,1,1)N S N= −

'
6 5( ,2,1)N S N= −
' '
6 5( ,2,1)N S N=

'
7 6( ,3,1)N S N=
8 5 6 7( , , )N combine N N N←

9 8( ,1,1)N S N= −
'
9 8( ,1,1)N S N=

'
10 9( ,2,1)N S N=
' '
10 9( ,2,1)N S N= −

'
11 10( ,3,1)N S N=
12 9 10 11( , , )N combine N N N←

13 12( ,1,1)N S N= −
'
13 12( ,1,1)N S N=

'
14 13( ,2,1)N S N= −
' '
14 13( ,2,1)N S N=

'
15 14( ,3,1)N S N= −
16 13 14 15( , , )N combine N N N←

16( )find N

4

1
1

( )i i read
i

T n t s s t T
=

= ∗ + ∗ +∑

1 *read findT s t s t= ∗ +

read seqT T=

1

((2 1) )
cn

i sep comb find seq
i

T n t t t T
=

= − ∗ + + +∑

noParallelT s T= ∗
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The Generalized Formula of Brute-force Search in

Now it is necessary to write an algorithm that will two considered models.
eliminate all the sets of variables for which the function Let us bind the basic operations of sticker based
not returns true. Obviously, it needs to exclude sets, in model with indexes: 1-separate, 2-set, 3-clear, 4-combine.
which the expression in each bracket equals false. Thus, this is generalized formula for sticker based model

Input (N )0

where n means quantity of i-th operations, t  means
time required for i-th operation, t  means time required for
separate operation, s means length of input data, T
means time required for reading the key.

The key can be read with logical operations or
sequencing.

This algorithm takes 25 operations. Here we solved
the satisfiability problem when values of all variables was
unknown. But in our case the encrypted text is known,
therefore there is no reason to test this one variable.
Thus, algorithm will take only 17 operations. The source
message also is known, therefore it is possible to exclude
one more variable. In total algorithm will take only 9
operations.

It turns out that under certain conditions it is
possible to solve the inverse problem faster than a direct
problem by using a DNA logic. Unfortunately, it is
impossible to read the key using the logic operations in
this model. It is necessary to use the sequencing of DNA
molecule.

Sticker Based Model: The particular algorithm was
considered. However, it is possible to deduce the general
equation T=f(s) for any brute-force search algorithm in

looks like:

i i

1

read

The First Case:

The Second Case:

It is easy to see  that  equation T=f(s) has a linear
view here.

The Generalized Formula of Brute-force Search in
Adleman-lipton’s Model: The formula has the following
view:

where n  means quantity of disjuncts in i-th conjunct, ni c

means quantity of conjuncts, t  means time required forsep

separate operation, t  means time required for combinecomb

operation, t  means time required for find operation, Tfind seq

means time required for sequencing.
It is easy to see that T does not depend on input, but

this is true only if parallel operations are available.
Otherwise, the time must be multiplied by input-size s.

This formula is addressed to the satisfiability
problem. In practice, it is believed that source message
and corresponding encrypted text are known. Thus, the
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actual quantity of disjuncts in each conjunct wherever 2. Lipton, R.J., 1995. Using DNA to solve NP-complete
both bits of message and bits of encrypted text appear will problems. Science, 268: 542-545.
be no more than n = n  - 2. 3. Roweis, S., E. Winfree, R. Burgoyne, N. Chelyapovi

CONCLUSIONS 1998. A sticker based model for DNA computation. J.

Due to the massive parallelism DNA-logic can solve 4. Shapiro, E., 2001. Programmable and autonomous
NP-complete problems in Polynomial time. NP-complete computing  machine  made  of biomolecules. Letters
problems for Turing machine are not related to NP class in to nature, pp: 414.
some models of DNA-logic, but related to P class. 5. Benenson,   Y.,   B.   Gil,   U.  Ben-Dor,  R.  Adar  and

To date autonomous DNA-computers had not been E. Shapiro, 2004. An  autonomous molecular
invented. All the laboratory experiments were carried out computer for logical control og gene expression.
manually with constant humans control. The solution for Nature, 429: 423-429.
the  simplest  problems  took several hours or even 6. Rothemund, P., N. Papadakis and E. Winfree, 2004.
several days. However, research is ongoing. DNA Algorighmic Self-Assembly of DNA Sierpinski
computing has enormous potential for the problems that Triangles. Plos Biology, pp: 2.
requires a brute-force search. It is difficult to overestimate 7. Elbas, J.,  O.  Liobashevski, F. Wang, F. Remacle,
the importance of creation of productive DNA-based R.D. Levine and I. Willner, 2010. DNA computing
systems. circuits  using  libraries  of DNAzyme subunits.
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